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AS IT IS

Wisconsin Latest US State to Consider Age Restrictions on
Social Media
May 02, 2023

If it passes, a new bill from state lawmakers in Wisconsin would limit the way young people
can use social media services such as Twitter and TikTok.

Wisconsin is the third U.S. state, a�er Utah and Arkansas, to move forward with age
restrictions on social media. Both Arkansas and Utah now have laws that require those under
18 to get their parents’ permission before using the services.

�e law in Utah also prevents children from using apps such as TikTok between the hours of
10:30 p.m. and 6:30 a.m.

�e proposal in Wisconsin includes similar restrictions.

�e states say they are making the changes to protect the mental health of young people. �e
laws would permit parents to read private messages sent to their children. In addition, the
social media companies are going to be asked to check the age of users in Arkansas, Utah and
possibly in Wisconsin.

�ose who campaign for privacy say some of the rules go too far. For instance, permitting
parents to read their children’s private messages may be harmful to some; and age
requirements could give personal information and data to technology companies.

Wisconsin state lawmaker David Ste�en showed the details of his bill on Monday. �e
Wisconsin plan comes as more state and national leaders are becoming concerned about the
information gathered by social media companies. Many state and federal administrations do
not permit those who use government-owned phones or computers to use Chinese-owned
TikTok.
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In an April statement, Ste�en said “It’s our job as parents and guardians to keep our kids safe,
but the current online environment has made that nearly impossible.”

Ste�en’s bill will become law if it is passed by both houses of the Wisconsin state legislature
and is signed by Governor Tony Evers. Evers is a Democrat, and Ste�en and many Wisconsin
legislators are Republicans, so it is not certain to become a law. However, Evers did support
banning TikTok from state-owned devices.

While states are passing laws to restrict social media use, experts say it is not clear how
e�ective they will be. Legal experts say it is likely that social media companies will challenge
the laws in court. �ose who follow the behavior of children who use technology say laws will
not stop children from using social media.

Gaia Bernstein wrote a book about technology addiction.

“In Southeast Asia, they’ve been trying this for years,” she said of age restrictions. “Kids
always get around it.”

I’m Dan Friedell.

Dan Friedell adapted this story for Learning English based on a report by the Associated
Press.

____________________________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

app –n. a program that runs on a smart phone or computer

guardian –n. a responsible adult (but not a parent) who is legally permitted to take care of a
child

challenge –v. to oppose or push against

addiction –n. the state of being unable to stop doing something, such as use a drug or
technology to the point that it is harmful
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______________________________________________________________________

We want to hear from you. How do you feel about your children using social media on their
phones?

Here is how our comment system works:

Each time you return to comment on the Learning English site, you can use your account and
see your comments and replies to them. Our comment policy is here.

1. Write your comment in the box.

2. Under the box, you can see four images for social media accounts. �ey are for Disqus,
Facebook, Twitter and Google.

3. Click on one image and a box appears. Enter the login for your social media account. Or
you may create one on the Disqus system. It is the blue circle with “D” on it. It is free.
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